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Nevion integrates intoPIX JPEG 2000 technology into its VS902
universal access IP platform

CCW – HD World 2012, New York, November 14, 2012 – intoPIX, the leading provider
of JPEG 2000 compression and security solutions, and Nevion, the leading provider of
managed video services, today announced that the latest version of Nevion’s VS902
universal access platform features intoPIX JPEG 2000 FPGA technology.
“We feel proud to be selected as a technology provider by Nevion,” said Katty Van Mele,
director, business development at the intoPIX headquarters in Belgium. “Nevion’s VS902
platform featuring JPEG 2000 will again raise the bar for similar solutions in the contribution
market.”
The VS902 platform provides secure, high-quality ASI/SD/HD/3G signal transport over a
common unified platform for access to virtually any environment—long distance, metro area,
and campus networks. It can transport linear, JPEG 2000 or ASI video on a single platform
with complete flexibility.
“Our managed IP networking solutions are preparing the world’s leading service providers
and broadcasters for the next generation of media delivery,” said Dr. Chin Chye Koh, product
manager at Nevion. “We selected intoPIX JPEG 2000 technology for the VS902 platform

based on its performance, interoperability and full compliance with the latest technology
standards such as the JPEG 2000 Broadcast Profile. In addition, their dedicated support and
expertise in JPEG 2000 technology enables us to develop highly customized solutions for our
customers.”
Nevion will be showcasing its latest managed video services solutions, including the VS902
platform, during the CCW – HD World Show at booth #800 at the Javitz Center in New York,
from November 14-15. The intoPIX team will also be present for information at the show.
-endsAbout intoPIX
intoPIX is a leading supplier of image compression technology to audiovisual equipment
manufacturers. We are passionate about offering people a higher quality image experience
and have developed FPGA IP-cores and compression solutions that enable leading-edge JPEG
2000 image compression, security and hardware enforcement. More information on our
company, customers and products can be found on www.intopix.com.
About Nevion
Moving beyond video transport to fully managed and controlled video networking, Nevion
manufactures award-winning systems for broadcasters, service providers and government
agencies worldwide. Highly modular solutions encompass IP and optical transport, state-ofthe-art compression and routing for any video format over any network infrastructure—
within buildings or across continents. With the industry’s greenest and most scalable
products, Nevion preserves quality while delivering video from content acquisition through
distribution. By creating new service-offering opportunities or minimizing costs, Nevion
enables its customers to move, manage and monetize video content. World headquarters in
Sandefjord, Norway, with U.S. headquarters in Oxnard, California, Nevion also maintains
offices in Oslo, Chicago, London, Dubai, Beijing and Singapore. For more information please
visit www.nevion.com.
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Nevion board powered by intoPIX JPEG 2000 technology

